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Engine Talk
by Pat Fahey

Protect Your Rear
Did the title
get your attention?
I thought it would...
well I am not talking
about the human
body, but about your train. As I write this article up in January,
it will not be too long before we will all be back at the track running our engines. Those of you that run either on the Hi-Line
or groundline, whether you are passenger hauling or running
on your own, from time to time we have to make an unexpected
stop on the main line. During the quiet times at the track, we
do not have to worry too much about someone coming up
behind us and hitting the back of our train. But we still should
be on the lookout for that possibility can happen.

...Why should I even bother to do this?
For safety....
There has been a number of times that I was running
Don Cornell’s engine and hauling passengers around the
groundline, and I had to make a stop on the mainline. The reason why I had to make a stop was because someone derailed
or they ran into another problem. Usually when this happens
and IF I do not have a Conductor on board, I will first set the
brakes on the Train, and walk back about 20 to 25 feet in back
of the train so the train will not be rear-ended from the train
running behind me.
Why should I even bother to do this? For safety. If
you are hauling passengers and you get rear-ended, all it will
take is for one person to get hurt. This same rule also applies
to those running on the Hi-line. On the Hi-line we do have a
few BLIND CURVES, and if you are stopped on one of those
blind curves you could also get rear ended. Whether you are
hauling passengers or not, the person that just hit your train will
do some damage to your equipment.
All engineers should to keep a safe distance between
the train that is in front of you as well as the train that is behind
you. You do not know when that unexpected stop will take
place... and when that unexpected stop does happen, Protect
Your Read End.

2012 Officer Election
Nominations were open for the 4 officer positions
since November, 2011. President Jim and Treasurer Abrams
ran unopposed and were re-elected. In November, Joe
Cardelle nominated Tony Raiano to run for VP against incumbent Joe Ng who has held the position for 3 years. In the spirit
of the democratic process, Bill Gagne was nominated by Marc

Arsenault to run against incumbent Sec. Ian Fisher. Howard
Gorin encouraged candidates to say a few words about their
candidacy. There were no takers. A pre-printed paper ballot
with the names of Joe Ng and Tony Raiano was prepared, not
knowing that there would be additional nominations. A blank
space was also on the paper ballot so members could write in
there choice for the Secretary’s spot. Ballots were handed out
and collected in a very orderly manner and the ballots were
quickly tallied. The results were: Joe Ng is re-elected 19 to
14 with one abstention. Ian Fisher is re-elected 31 to 3. The
process works and has been working for over 200 years and
participation is the key!

Meeting Highlights - January Meeting
Our January Annual meeting took place on Wed.
1/11/12 so there would not be a conflict with the ever popular
Cabin Fever show in Pennsylvania. The Treasurer and
Secretary’s report were read and accept. Treasurer Abrams
gave a year end recap of financial highlights. In addition some
financial analysis were presented showing how key cash inflows and out-flows were fluctuating in the past years. The
combination of reduced consumer spending and an untimely
hurricane did not help matters with WLS. Since 2007, cash
inflow to the club has been trending down as much as 33%
over a 4 year period. In addition, without a lot of surprise,
donations were down significantly this year. All other areas
showed similar downward trends. Membership remains steady
and maybe on a slight upturn, but dues collection have been
lagging. We will look forward to a cost savings in 2012 by
members opting for an emailed version of the WLS Journal.
Treasurer Jim has also asked if donors would like to make
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From the VP:
I am glad to be back for another term as your VP, and
I’d like to thank everyone for their support. I’m looking forward
to a year of safety and security at our facility. It’s vital that we
operate in a sensible and safe manner at all times.
From the Editor:
It’s all about safety. Are we getting too much exposure? We have been a best kept secret for some time, but it
seems things may be getting too public. WLS is a private
organization that allows invited guests to its events. This has
always been a way to try to control the incoming traffic to the
facility, allowing truly interested people in live steam to get a
chance to learn and see it in operation.
When people come in as “invited guess”, often it
seems we are being attended as a free attraction. Because…
“I have a 2 year old an he just loves trains, or our grand children would just like to see Thomas…” Sometimes people drop
in on non-meet days and no engines are running, thus no rides
are offered. We mentioned going to the web to checkout
videos and learn a little about live steam, or a meet in the
upcoming month, but we often just get the rolled eyes in
response. This probably requires too much effort and everyone is use to here and now. I am not too sure how much education the “invited guess” are seeking about replicated historic
steam equipment operation as oppose to: here, now and free.
However, the numbers of the “invited guests” attending does
not hurt in reinforcing our tax exempt guidelines. The question
remains is what does this cost our club to do this and what is
the potential catastrophic downside of this? Yes, we are trying
to educate and as a bonus, we generate donations, sales of
souvenirs, and not to mention cook tent and coke machine revenue and even getting one or 2 people to sign up for membership. But are we as an organization disciplined enough to continue to do this? We are talking about everybody doing their
part in assuring safe operations at our facility. This is something that any organization without a reported incident can
always improve upon...especially WLS.
Maybe the best way at exposing WLS to attract new
members and generate revenues is a targeted approach.
Invite focused groups like model railroad clubs or other similar
organizations to build up membership. A good example is
WLS’s goodwill in hosting last year’s Boston BTO meet outing
at our club. Potential members are already highly involved in
the model RR hobby and are ready to take the next step in a
higher level of model railroading. They are people from a similar background that want to expand their involvement in the
hobby, as opposed to going to an attraction for some no
charge entertainment. Lets look forward to this type of involvement as this audience is sensitive to the parameters of an
organization such as WLS.
The trend among live steam clubs is to become less
public, if at all possible. Clubs on public land are obligated to
provide regular scheduled rides, fortunately we do not fall in
that category. We hear of a lot of meets for members only, or
only participants in live steam organizations can attend, basically no public. It is more likely that people from similar organizations understand how to conduct themselves in a safe manner when visiting. This in turn greatly reduces, or eliminates
the possibility that a safety incident may occur. In addition this
allows club members and their real invited guess to truly have
an enjoyable day of steaming. Who knows, quite a bit of revenues may still be generated at the cook tent and shirt tables.
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their contribution and names known. In the past, many donors
wished to remain anonymous.
Superintendent Marc did not have a maintenance
report except there was a gathering of the Wednesday gang at
the Tower on one of the mild days. This was mostly for planning. Marc noted that Ed Delaney painted the first coat on the
compressor shed and will paint a second coat in the spring. In
a follow-up to last month’s discussion on leveling the steaming
bays and turntable, Pres. Jim has asked members to submit
ideas in writing so that the various proposals can be evaluated. Marc is also putting together an annual work list for the
facility and that will also be posted along with the annual
schedule. Pres. Jim reports that the New Year’s meet was a
great success with a pretty good turnout due to the extremely
mild weather. We generated $74 in donations. We did not
have our usual brush pile bonfire and limited the burn to within
a 55 gallon drum supplied by the Super. The 2012 schedule
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of events will be posted in many locations at the club facilities
(as well as in the Journal) and all are asked to look at it.
Especially take note of the scheduled work days, members’
meet in May 6, and Abraham memorial service on 6/3 (approx.
1pm). The Holliston Historical Society train show will be on
2/18-19 at the Town Hall. Press. Jim has requested 6-8 member volunteers for Friday night setup and Sunday afternoon
show break down.
There was brief discussion about our insurance
coverage for Waushakum. These include coverage for liability,
building and directors. Limited contents is covered and there
was a request to look into additional coverage for our collectible items. No doubt this will involve appraisers knowledgeable with our type of items. VP Joe suggested to the officers
that we should look into setting up an appraisal day so members can have items appraised for their own insurance
coverage.
Bob Mitchell indicated that there may be a vertical
compressor tank, similar in volume to the one we currently
have. The Super will look into this further.
Officer elections were held. President O’Brien and
Treasurer Abrams were unopposed and re-elected. Incumbent
VP Joe was opposed by Tony Raiano and incumbent
Secretary Ian was opposed by Bill Gagne. VP Joe and Sec.
Ian were re-elected.
Dues are due by Jan. 31 and our first formal scheduled club workday is on Sat. 5/5. We have a correction on the
Jan 2012 Journal. Photos of Chuck & Nancy Abraham and
Bud Hansen on the Norfolk St. highline were printed reversed.
This was probably due to transparencies supplied as artwork.
In addition, on page 16, Dan Connor’s 0-4-0 was reported to
have been built by Keith Park. It is built by Phil Wunder. Also
in the Jan. 2012 Journal, Larry Micol raised a question on why
the “WLS calendar of events “ section did not include events
of the nearby clubs. Editor and VP Joe noted that this was a
WLS event calendar, but was also extremely receptive on
including events from the other organizations. The Journal is
very willing to print accurate information that is allowed by the
organizations if it is submitted to the editor in writing. Since
this was brought up by Larry Micol, Editor Joe asked if Larry
could supply the Journal with event information to be published in the April edition. We are glad to say that he has
accepted, and the editor will budget space in the Journal layout for more calendar event information so long as it’s of interest to the WLS membership. The meeting adjourned without
incident.

Ed Delaney is chipping away at his 3/4" Kozo Pennsy switcher
project. This grouping of parts is the results of a few years of
machining during his leisure time. The Journal has been following Ed's progress throughout the years as he brings newly
machined parts to the business meetings. One day Ed will be
carrying in the assembled engine.
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Ian Fisher shows off some beautifully cast 1.5" scale washout
plugs. We think these were from the UK and we understand
very reasonably priced. Looks like they might be brass.

Jim Abrams looking at Ian’s 1.5” scale wash out plugs

Planning, and more planning. Superintendent Marc, Dick Ball
and Joe Cardelle are looking over revised track plan at
January Meeting.

Group is getting ready for our January Meeting, which is the
Annual Meeting.
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Meeting Highlights - February Meeting
Secretary and treasurer report were read and accepted. Superintendent Marc reported that there is little maintenance activity at the track. The weather has been very mild
with no significant winter snow fall. The track conditions are
excellent and some members have been running on the
groundline. The Wednesday work group did have one session
to gather brush from the tunnel area caused by last year’s hurricane and other storms. Three pick-up truck loads were
brought over to the brush pile in the center of our parking lot
for Dick Ball’s spring time burn.
In old business, Treasurer Jim followed up on last
month’s questions about insurance for the club’s valuable
items which consists of rare books, original artwork and irreplaceable steam models. The insurance company requires an
inventory and independent appraisal of the valued items. Our
Librarian, Pat Fahey has cataloged all of our books and has an
idea of their costs that he has compiled from the internet. Jim
Abrams asked if there might be a volunteer to lead the
appraisal process, or a committee to be formed to facilitate the
effort…. Howard Gorin and Bill Gagne reported that they have
sources in the book and model train businesses that may be
able to help. This will of course mean that additional insurance
coverage will have to be purchased when we find out the value
of the items. As a first step, it was suggested that we try to
get a rough estimate of the increased cost by submitting estimated costs of the proposed insured items. The club will then
decide on further action. Our insurance covers everyday items
such as folding chairs, computers, etc., items that can easily
be replaced at the local stores. Another member suggested
that a good first step is the photo document all the club
own items.
Pres. Jim reminded everyone that the Holliston
train show will be coming up next week end on 2/18-19 at the
Town Hall. Setup starts at 4:30 pm on Friday afternoon and
take down starts at 4:00 pm Sunday afternoon. At this point
we are still looking for volunteers to help in setting up and
taking down.
Dan Temple has responded to our request for a
replacement refrigerator for our cook tent. Dan has an extra
working fridge and Superintendent Marc will arrange for a pick
up in the spring. Marc also plans to build an enclosure to the
fridge when it is put in place at the cook tent. Bob Mitchell
has offered some steel I-beams from a demolition site. Dan
Connor has offered the use of his twin axle trailer to help
move the steel beams.
Chuck Abraham’s 9” South Bend lathe will be offered
for sale. We already have one at the club maintenance container. There were a couple of interested members. In the
near future, the club will receive a mill/drill, power hack saw,
disc sander and drill press from Chuck’s former shop.
There was a little buzz about a recent Craigslist ad for a
groundline Heisler for $3,000. At first the seller had very little
information to offer about the unit, but later, a photo was posted. Turns out that the original builder was Putnam Clark, and
a WLS member did purchase the engine in hopes of getting it
operational for this coming run season.
Dues are due and entry codes for the facility will be
changed, and in effect at the end of March. No dues, no new
codes. Dan Connor brought up the point about trying to get a
better/cleaner way of transferring steam oil from the 5 gal.
buckets in the compressor shed to our smaller oil cans. He
will be working with Ken Chenard to look at the different ways
we can accomplish this.
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We have a scheduling conflict at the Holliston
Historical Society Hall for the April 12 meeting. Our options
are to hold the meeting on Wednesday 4/11, or to hold it at the
regular time, but at the Hilton. At this time it was decided that
we hold the meeting at the track due to the very mild weather
we have been having. But this could be subject to change, so
keep and eye for Dan Connor’s email, Chaski’s, Yahoo groups,
and our web page for the latest info.
Our latest Full members are Doug Hill from Brewster
and Jason Hill from Framingham. They are both sponsored by
Pat Fahey. Aaron Rice of Charlton is our latest Affiliate member and he was sponsored by Bob Mitchell.

Russ Page showed assembled castings for a Ken Schroeder
turbo generator in 3 3/4" scale. This will be for his gigantic
Sarah and measures over 8.5" in length. The surface texture
of the iron castings is beautiful and the grinding marks to
remove the flashing makes this unit all the more realistic. The
non-functioning generator castings sell for $350.00 plus shipping. Russ plans to make this fully operational in the future.

Ed Delaney is still at it, chipping away at this 3/4" scale Kozo
A3 switcher. Ed shows valve rods machined in steel.
Sometimes, the smaller parts are harder to make and
require closer tolerance work. Nice radii on the ends!
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The Journal wants your article
for the July 2012 Newsletter!
Send in your pictures, news, construction
articles, and show & meet reviews!
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March Meeting
Feels like spring! Temps were in the 60’s today and
we could have held the meeting on the front porch at the
Historic Society. This is a good time to remind everyone that
the April meeting will be held at the Hilton. Treasurer Jim
Abrams is on vacation and VP Joe filled in. Secretary and
Treasurer’s reports were read and accepted.
We have learned that Bob Foster (senior) has suffered a stroke and is currently resting at home, here in Mass.
Bob (John) gave the members a brief report of his condition
and thanked all that have sent in so many cards and letters
that brings much support. Members wishing to send a card or
note can use Bob’s (John) local address found in the roster,
and he can deliver to his father. Some of our senior members
(including your editor) know Bob from the Norfolk St. days
going back to 1975. Those talks that Bob gave on steam submarines back at Capt. Childs’s basement brought a different
perspective to steam operations that some of us live steamers
did not know about. Did you know that 3 generations of
Fosters are members at WLS? Steam lives on!
Speaking of vacations, Superintendent Marc is away
so there was no Super’s report. Pres. Jim informs us that
there has been no organize work group activity at the track.
There was some brush gathering and the Wed. group has met
at the track. Marc has replaced the battery on the backhoe.
Jim McGrath and Dave Remington picked up cedar lumber for
highline repairs. Both are often at the track making repairs to
the highline. So highline guys, give them a thanks for the
smooth ride.
Pres. Jim reports the Holliston Historical Society Train
show was a success. It took place at the Town Hall and
seems that the bigger space and higher visibility will be a
future show benefit. Pres. Jim thanked all the members that
were present for setup, show displays and takedown. Pres.
Dick Boucher of NEMES has noted that their show at the
Waltham Museum of Industry and Innovation was taking place
at the same time, causing some WLS members not being able
to attend both shows. Howard Gorin will see if the NEMES
show time can be changed next year.

Pat Fahey has completed cataloging WLS’s collection
of books. This could be a first step in the appraisal process for
added insurance coverage. Steel I-beams were delivered to
the track. These were offered by Bob Mitchell and his brother
along with additional moving help from Dan Connor, Ken
Gates and Marc Arsenault. Could not have done this move
without the use of Dan Connors’s trailer.
Dick Ball was planning a brush burn today at the
track, but looks like the high wind gusts did not let that happen. Still plenty of time for in the weeks to come.
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Pres. Jim announced a couple of activities of interest
where members can take part in as a group other that at the
track. Mass Bay RR Enthusiast will be conducting a fan trip on
April 29th. The Fall River extra will run on track that has not
seen passenger travel since 1967. Also, every live steamer
knows Buster Keaton’s The General. Jon Leiby informs us that
the Hanover theatre in Worcester will be showing this silent
movie on Sunday, March 11, accompanied by their mighty
Wurlitzer organ for background music. Just like the old days!
Ken Gates also announced that the Providence and Worcester
engine house will holding an open house on March 27. 103pm. Ken will be showing his groundline diesel at the event.
Many members may remember that the President of the
Providence and Worcester gave a talk at one of our WLS
annual dinners.
The Boys Scout of America Camporee will be held at
Edaville on May 18-20. Warren Riccitelli, BSA/NMRA Regional
coordinator (401) 232-0992 wants to know if WLS can offer
show and tell at the event with equipment. This worthy event
helps the scouts earn merit badges. The timing maybe in conflict with our Steamup meet on Sunday, May 20th. Individual
members are encouraged to contact Warren if they are interested in taking part in the event for some of the days.
Are the members happy with continuing to have the
Saturday night ham and bean dinner and the annual dinner at
the Coachman’s? Seems that they are, tradition rules. Pres.
Jim just wondered if the members wanted a change. Pres. Jim
would probably know pretty quickly if the members were not
happy about the food.
We are very pleased to hear that Marilyn Chenard is
recovering well from her surgery from last year, reports Ken.
Members can drop her a card, their contact info is on the current roster.
Our Tee shirt inventory is getting low and Pres. Jim
thought that this would be a good time to think about a reorder so we could be ready for the summer sell season.
Discussion was on shirt sizes and quantities along with the
ever reoccurring question of pocket, or no pocket. Also, it was
mentioned that maybe sweat shirts can be made, but looks
like sales for this item maybe slow during our August annual
meet. However, a WLS umbrella maybe a hot item. With
much surprise, there was talk about (shoooo) changing the
design of the Tee shirt. We actually heard (quietly, in the background) the words politically correct. Pres. Jim has requested
all members to submit a design (rough) for a WLS tee shirt. It
is noted that there are professionally employed artist in the
club and maybe we can enlist their help.
Dues are due and the entry codes are being changed
and will be in effect by the end of March. Treasurer Jim will be
getting you new membership cards with new codes soon.
Members that have not paid dues for 2 years will be dropped
from the WLS roster. To become an active member again, a
new application will have to be submitted. Our first club wide
scheduled work day is May 5 and our Members’ Meet is
Sunday, May 6. This meet is for members and their family
along with prospective new members. This a good time for
sponsors to give a club orientation to their newly sponsored
members.
We are pleased to announce that Ted Geller of
Framingham has become our latest Associate Member. Ted
was introduced to WLS at the HHS train show and is sponsored by Jim O’Brien. Jim Connor is our latest Junior
Member, and he is sponsored by his dad, Dan. Many will
know that Dan and Jimmy are regulars at the steaming bay.

Waushakum Journal
Junior memberships are the future of our hobby.
The Editor needs to get some info correct. In the
October 2011 WLS journal, a caption on a picture of Bob
Mitchell stated that he was with a WLS club switcher. It should
be noted that the Lil Gasser engine belongs to Bob.
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3/4" Royal Sovereign built by the late Harvey Fisher. This was
a good chance for some of the WLS guys to get together during the winter. In fact, the mild weather even allowed quite a
few additional run days at the track. Some of the WLS people
that were in attendance are: Al Fletcher, John Kelly, Mark
Hirtle, Mike Brown, Jim O'Brien, Joe Ng, Bob and Demitra
Huston, Pat Fahey, Peter MacMurray, Marc Arsenault, Ken &
Jan Gates, Arthur Butler, John Mentzer, Amelia and Barry
Jamieson, Jim McGrath, Bob Carlson, and Jed Weare.
The event had a moderate turnout and a pretty good
showing of WLS people. The NEMES annual show was going
on in Waltham on Saturday, which may have drawn away some
of our members.

More from Ed Delaney’s 3/4" scale Kozo A3 switcher. Way to
go, Ed! Ed pulled these items out of his pocket, radius rod
and expansion links for a Walschearts valve gear. Take it from
the editor, this is not easy to fabricate. One day, Ed will pull a
completed engine out of his pocket.

Holliston Historical Society 8th Annual
Train Show
The 8th Annual Train Show was held on Saturday and
Sunday, February 18 and 19 from 10 AM to 4 PM. Both days
featured expanded displays in a NEW venue: Upper Town Hall,
703 Washington Street, Holliston. WLS participates in the
show and members were on hand for show setup starting at
4:30 on Friday afternoon. Pres. Jim and VP Joe were the first
to arrive at the town hall, and swept the hall floor to get ready
for setup. Soon afterwards, Bob Huston, Peter MacMurray, Jim
McGrath, John Mentzer, Mark Hirtle, and Mike Brown came to
lend a hand. Setup was in the second floor auditorium that had
approx. 3000 sq. ft. of display space. There were plenty of folding tables and chairs available. We were not able to have outside steam-up activities as we did in previous years on the
porch of the Asa Whiting house, but this may change in the
coming year after the layout was scoped out.
The event weekend weather was sunny and mild. The
Holliston Historical Society had plenty of their people on hand
to help run the show and man their table with souvenir items.
The Fairview at Pinecrest were on hand to sell snacks and
refreshments. There was a raffle for an “N” gauge layout for $5
or 3/$10.00 chances at winning. Bob Huston's The Brass
Caboose setup a “G” gauge modular layout where youngsters
had a chance at taking the controls of the electric Thomas locomotive. They also setup a 30'+ length of groundline track offering all a chance at operating a hand powered riding car. This
turned out to be a very popular attraction. Coastal Mountain
Railroad group displayed their award-winning HO scale modular layout. There's lots of scenery in this display depicting a
1950-60 New England branch line. With the use advance electronics in model work, there was quite a bit of realism in sound
and movement with multi-train operation. The group had setup
of the modular display to an exact procedure as this is their
normal way of going to meets. They do not have a fixed location for a club layout.
The main WLS tables was manned by our President
Jim and offered for sale, many of our duplicate train books from
our library. Tee shirts, mugs, and videos were also being sold.
2 video monitors were setup to show movies of past WLS
meets.
John Kelly showed his newly acquired 3/4" Mikado
and VP Joe showed his good ‘ol reliable 1" Cole's switcher and

Well, here we are! Jim McGrath, Bob Huston, Pres. Jim, and
Peter MacMurray are ready to unload.

Jim McGrath and Pres. Jim bolt together four groundline
track sections for the Brass Caboose’s hand powered
push car.

Bob Huston’s modular G gauge layout that featured Thomas.
On-lookers had a chance to operate the engine.
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photo by John Kelly

Waushakum Journal

VP Joe is chatting with Amelia Jamieson at the Costal
Mountain display. Amelia is now an Associate member .

President Jim is manning the WLS table with T-shirts, books,
novelties and free magazines. Jim showed meet videos,
which were also on sale.

John Kelly is all setup for the busy Saturday morning.

Amelia is helping with the Brass Caboose’s popular groundline
push car.

2012 Dues are now due!
Please fill out the coupon and submit with your payment to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for receiving your future
Journal by email. Members that would like a paper copy by U.S. mail should check off the appropriate box and add $15.00 to their
usual annual payment. Membership cards will only be issued if you are current with dues/rental payments. Entry codes to facility
buildings will be changed this spring and your code will appear on your 2012 membership card. The WLS Journal will be sent by
email to all members with an email address. Tax deductible contributions are always welcomed at WLS!
Entry codes will be changed and in effect by the end of March, so don’t be left out!
cut here

2012 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street

Engine House
Rental

City, State, Zip

Paper WLS
Journal

Email

Contribution

Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Engine House Rental 50.00

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Paper copy of WLS Journal 15.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due by January 31, 2012
Total
Enclosed
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Fair Weather Track Work
March 18 brought a spring day and Bob Newcombe
got started in the morning to tie the bridge into the mainline.
Bob singlehandedly got this accomplished by 3:00 in the
afternoon. Trackwork is very physical work and this is what
probably keeps Bob in great shape! To the right is Bob’s
track work train. This is all the stuff Bob brings out to get the
job done, and he’s well equipped with battery powered tools,
track supplies and lots of ballast. The electric engine belongs
to Howard Bailey and we thank Howard for the use of his
engine for this task. Below, it is afternoon and Bob is making
the final mainline connection. VP Joe’s CB&Q diesel is
stopped on the inbound track to snap the pictures. The
inbound track will become the new siding and the old out
bound track section will become the new inbound track.
Whew, hope we got that right! The Charlton engine hauling 5
passengers made it over the bridge without problems.

Reminder - April Meeting will meet at the Hobo Hilton this year.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic Society (across from the police station)
cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: Jim Abrams, WLS Treasurer

How have you contributed to Waushakum recently?
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Falling for the Keystone Arches of
Western Mass by Pat Fahey
This is the story of when Pete Peterson and I went up
to visit the stone railroad arches in the western part of the
state. The arches are located outside the town of Chester,
Mass, and were part of the original main line of the Western
Railroad which became part of the Boston & Worcester Railroad, which later became the Boston & Albany Railroad. The
Boston & Albany Railroad wanted to relocate the line. This
took place when the line was relocated in 1912. This relocation
would eliminate a sharp right hand curve on the south side of
the river. This relocation started at milepost 128.88, and did
not rejoin the main line until milepost 130.10 thus eliminated
three of the keystone arches.
Well, Pete picked me up at my house, and we went
out and had breakfast before we left around 7:00 AM. The day
was nice and sunny but cold, for November 15th 1986. We left
Milford and Pete drove. We got on the Mass Pike and made our
way up to Westfield, Mass. At Westfield we would get off the
Mass Pike and get on one of the local roads, and headed
towards Chester & Middlefield. But before this would happen,
we would make our first stop in Westfield and visit the Pioneer
Valley railroad for a few quick pictures. This day, nothing was
running but they had their motive power parked next to the yard
office. Also we were within walking distance of the former
Boston & Albany Westfield Station and diamond. The Pioneer
Valley Railroad crosses the B&A on the former New Haven
Canal Line, in which to provide service to its customers.
Once this was done, we made our way towards Chester, Mass.
When we got to Chester we saw the former station now used
by the railroad signal department, and not far from the station
was the roundhouse and coaling tower from the days of steam.
At that time the roundhouse was being used for other purposes, and storage.
After we saw the Station & Roundhouse, Pete drove
his car to another location not far from the station and parked
the car. From this location we had to walk in the woods for a
short distance, just about 3 to 4 miles from Chester in order to
get to the arches.
Once we got to the keystone arches, we started taking
pictures, and so on. The day was just great, nice and sunny but
cold, the sun was in the right position for photos. Also, there
was ice on the Westfield River. The three keystone stone arches that are now abandoned stand in Chester, Middlefield, and
Becket, Mass.
Wel,l to get back to the story, I remember that we
were on the tallest of the three keystone arches, the one located in Middlefield, Mass at milepost 128.88. All three keystone
arches, the Westfield River does flow through. Pete said to me,
I am going to go down to ground level and get a shot looking
up. Now all three of these bridges are about 75 to 80 feet
above the river, according to the information that I have. Well, I
said to Pete, I am going to get a few more shots up here, and I
will meet you at ground level. Pete started his way down, and I
would follow. So a couple minutes later I started to make my
way down the hill without falling because there was snow on
the ground. So finally I got down the hill without falling, so
there we were looking up at this beautiful piece of work that
George Whistler created back in 1840 & 1841. This was a
time period that the Keystone Arches were built.
So I took one shot, looking up at the bridge, and Pete
said to me, I would like to try to get a bit closer for a better
shot. Well Pete did get a little closer. He moved a little closer
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and closer, and finally, Pete found the Westfield River and went
in at least four feet of water. I started laughing, and pulled Pete
out, he looked like a drowned rat, and he was soaked to the
skin. So as we left to head back to the car, I had to ask: Pete
before you fell in, did you get the picture?
Well that is the story, of Falling for the Keystone Arches.
For more information, I would contact the town of Chester,
Mass on any information, or Chester on Track. I would check
either website.

New Engine Build
A new 3/4” Northern in the works! Ian Fisher tells us that he
just silver soldered the lubricator
lines into cylinder lines. Then he
can put the running boards on
and mount the tank. He's waiting
on a whistle valve that's been
ordered and then will be able to
mount the valves for the steam
pump, injector, and blower. Soon
she might be ready for a steam
test. The boiler is brand new and
has been hydro to 200 pounds.
The safeties are set for 100 psi.

April Club Meeting will be
held at the Hobo Hilton

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
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Cabin Fever 2012
The 16th Annual Cabin Fever Expo show was held
on January 14-15, 2012 at the Toyota Arena in York, PA. This
is one of the biggest model engineering shows in the USA
and many WLS guys were on hand at the well attended
event. The show features exhibitions, demonstrations, auctions, consignment sales, lots of RC stuff with indoor boat
pond and sand mound, and vendors selling everything a
model engineer could ever want. Seems like January is a
great time to get away (weather permitting), but we understand that the show time will be moved to early spring next
year. Maybe it will be called Spring Fever. The following pictures are some of the WLS guys at the recent show.

Dario is enjoying the show. As many in the club may know,
Dario is an expert metal fabricator and was instrumental in a
lot of the metal work at the track.

Art, Guy and Marc are taking a short break from the show
activities.

Shooo! We think that’s Howard behind the caboose. Howard
supplies extremely intricate lost wax bronze castings and a
variety of iron castings to the hobby.

Former WLS President, Russ Steeves is enjoying the show.
Russ is a meticulous model engineer that always achieves a
spectacular finish on his work.

Art and Marc behind Marc’s groundline snow plow. Marc tells
us that the plow was fabricated from recycled/found materials.
Way to go to!

Tom O'Neill behind Marc’s snowplow. Tom is a relatively new
member at WLS and has come to a lot of the work days. We
understand that Tom drives a real diesel locomotive in his
day job.
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Goings On....
There is not much activity at the track during this time
of year. But due to the extremely mild weather, the track is in
very good condition. Your Editor has run over a dozen times
since the New Year’s Meet. Members visit the track often and
we are thankful to get track condition/security reports almost
daily from Pat Fahey. Howard Bailey also is a frequent afternoon track visitor with his faithful companion. On a nice afternoon in early February, Jim McGrath and Dave Remington
were spotted doing highline track repairs. Of course, Marc
Arsenault and Bob Newcombe are frequent visitors. Our
Wednesday work gang has met a couple of times during this
off season. Once for organize brush gathering at the tunnel.
Metal I-beams provided to the
club by Bob Mitchell and his
brother from a construction
demolition job. Dan Connor
provided his trailer and Marc
Arsenault and Ken Gates
helped in the moving.

On 2/22/12, a 55F day, Superintendent Marc replaced the
battery on the backhoe. Pat F. provided some assistance.
Next, Marc will work on the unit's hydraulics. In the previous
week, which was also very mild, your editor again spotted
Jim McGrath and Dave Remington doing some track work to
the highline.
Tree removal
On March 21, another mild spring day, The Wednesday work
group removed a pine tree that was very close to the unloading area.
Leaf Blowing
On March 23, an overcast Sunday, the sound of a leaf blower
was heard on the groundline. Dick Ball was at work clearing
the pine needles and twigs. Dick tells us the the water was
turned on, but a leak was spotted at Cornell Station. We’ll
soon be ready for another season of safe steaming.
Facility map
Maps of the groundline and highline WLS layout are framed
and hung on the wall by the freezer in the Hilton.
Dick Ball made the updates on the maps. This shows the
locations of the fire fighting hoses and the identification number on the many switches. Take a look!
1” Club Pacific
Along with Pat Fahey’s many club duties (grounds keeping,
librarian, Journal contributor, and more....), he has started
working on the club’s highline Pacific. Past will try to get the
engine operational for this season. He has enlisted VP Joe’s
help with some of the engine’s fixtures. Pat will be drafting a
procedure for users of the engine when it become operational.
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Informative website
Here is a a pretty neat website that I stumbled upon, called
Home Metal Shop Club. Maybe many of you have seen it
already. But for those that have not, this is a model engineering site that is packed with info and pictures. Great newsletters and lots of pictures and loads of technical articles, many
of which are far too advance for me, but a good read.
http://www.homemetalshopclub.org/index.htm

Work Days Begin for the Wednesday Crew
The Wednesday crew started work on the loading lift
on March 28. The following members were present: Roger
Austin, Art Downer, Bob Delisle Gerry Barton and Marc
Arsenault (taking the pictures). Nocticably missing was
Don Cornell, who was out for some routine preventive
maintenance. The cement stanchions were the green painted
Norfolk Street ones being recycled. Dick Ball will be attaching
the rails and grading the connecting track in the near future.
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2011 Superintendent of Maintenance Report
Our 2011 steaming
year ended on a quiet note considering the adverse weather
conditions we endured during
our run season. The earlier
winter months saw mounds of
accumulated snow covering our
grounds until late March. As the
snow piled up, there was concern that our building roofs
might not be able to withstand
the snow load. Pat Fahey kept
us abreast of the situation by periodically observing the buildings from a neighbor’s property with binoculars while standing
in deep snow. As weather improved, we were able manage
access to inspect the structures and I’m happy to report that
they survived, including the Hilton with its relatively flat roof,
had carried the load without damage. Our retiree’s workday
schedule began on Wednesdays in April with tending to
downed trees along the mainline, Brush trimming, the seasonal
burning of the accumulated brush piles and other post winter
catchup task. The first major project of the season was to erect
a tent structure over the cement pad adjacent to the maintenance shop to provide work protection from the summer heat
and wet weather and also allowing Bob Newcomb to continue
his main line switch fabrication in comfort. Our list of things to
do included installing a cover over the coal bin. Dick Ball was
instrumental in obtaining three dumpster covers which, with our
installed frame, attached perfectly.
In early June a large crack was noticed in the 90 foot pine
tree next to the entrance shed. This potentially damaging
situation was presented at our June meeting for action. The
membership agreed that it should be remove immediately as
high winds were forecast for the weekend. A local tree company was contracted to remove it, and it was accomplished
without incident.
During the summer, we installed identification numbers on the steaming bays. A ground and highline switch identification system was also incorporated later in the year to identify problem areas for maintenance.
Our annual run week end in August was rudely interrupted by Hurricane Irene. She arrived Saturday afternoon and
left us soaked by Sunday Morning. Several large trees were
cracked and leaning dangerously along the mainline, which
were attended to the following weeks by the crew using chain
saws and winches.
In late October, an unseasonal Winter Nor’easter
arrived with heavy wet snow that caused major damage in
adjacent towns but left us without major problems. Many
thanks to the local club members that responded to our emergency calls during the run year to take the tents down before
each of the three weather events; they saved the club hundreds of dollars in replacement cost.
Dick Ball spent a lager portion of his summer work
days fabricating abutments and installing a new bridge along
the main line near Page Station. The Wednesday crew provided
assistance on several occasions as he requested it.
Our Fall project consisted of residing the relocated
compressor shed. A donated door was installed with a modified door frame to provide a more efficient cooling air flow for
the compressor. Ed Delaney volunteered to paint the shed
which completed the project.
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Again this year, I would like to thank the following club
members for the donation of their time and expertise to continually improve our club assets: Bob Delisle, Don Cornell, Roger
Austin, Tom O’Neill, Arthur Downer, Dave Remington, Jim
McGrath, Gerry Barton, Bob Huston, Dick Ball, Bob
Newcombe, and to the other club members that dropped by to
join us when they could.
Marc Arsenault
Superintendent of Building and Ground Maintenance

WLS Newsletters

by Pat Fahey
(Pat Fahey has every WLS newsletter ever printed.
The newsletters have a wealth of documented information. I
asked Pat to scan all the newsletters that are not in electronic
format since 1974. This was a huge task that took many man
hours to do. After the individual pages were scanned, I
assembled them in newsletter format and removed any member roster information. We hope to be able to have these on
line in the near future for member access. Pat also submitted
an article about the history of WLS newsletters..... Joe)
First, I will start with the editors of the newsletter.
The WLS newsletters has had a total of 10 editors to the present date. One person (Dave Hearn) has been editor for three
times. The first editors were in 1974 and Joe Ng is now the
present editor. Well, here are the names of those members
that helped to put out the newsletter
Newsletter
Editor

Date

Dick Bourinot &
Apr. 74 to
Pat Fahey
Chuck Abraham Apr. 76

# of Newsletter
Issues Name
4
The
Smoke Box
2
same as above

Dave Hearn

Oct. 83 - Apr. 86

10

Dick Boucher

Apr. 88 - June 88

2

Walter Bush

Apr. 89 - Dec. 90

4

Dave Hearn

Fall 90
Apr. 91 - July 95

16

Steve Harrod

Oct. 95 - Apr. 97

5

Steve Lovely

Sept. 97 - July 02

20

Fr. Jay

Jan. 03 - Jan. 06

11

Joe Ng

Oct. 06 - present

23

Waushakum
Journal
Name stays
the same to
present day

Note: Dave Hearn fill in for Walter Bush for the Fall issue of
the Journal in 1990.
The issues of the newsletters did vary from one to
another. The first newsletters was printed on mimeograph
paper and was 5 pages long. Here we are looking at the 1974
to 1976 issues . The average newsletter in the 1980’s was 4 to
6 pages long, the largest one was the 1986 spring/summer
issue being (8) pages long . The largest issue in the 90’s was
the 1995 spring /summer issue which was (12) pages long. As
the turn of the century was approaching , the basic issue was
now consistently six to eight pages long, with the largest issue
of the journal in the Oct., 2003 being 14 pages long. By July
2008 the length of the newsletter was now 12 pages, this did
continue until the Oct., 2010 issue when the newsletter went to
16 pages and has stayed like that to the present date. The
total number of pages of the newsletter to date stands at 756.
From Oct 2010 to Apr. 2012 was a total of 128 pages.

Waushakum Journal
Our newsletter had a name change. The Waushakum
Journal was not always know as that when the first issues of
the newsletter came out in 1974. The first newsletter was
known as The Smoke Box. This name came from one of our
members Harvey Fisher, at one of our club business meeting .
The name stayed, until the last issue of The Smoke Box came
out in April 1976. From 1976 to Spring 1983 the club had no
newsletter. In June of 1983 thanks to our new Editor, Dave
Hearn, and Bob Dustin and Joe Ng for Graphics , the club had
a new newsletter
which would be known as the Waushakum Journal coming out
in summer of 1983. Today the Journal continues on under the
same name.
Well if it was not for a few people, taking on a job as
editor, and others, doing the graphics or others coming forward with articles to keep the newsletter going, we would not
have any newsletter . For some members, the newsletter is
the only way to find out what is happening at the track site. Not
everyone attends the club meetings, and the newsletter just
lets them know what is going on. In the past, the newsletter
played its biggest part when we were buying our property, just
by keeping every one informed .
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upon. A number of times I would see Walter with one or two
fellow workers. They would be hanging out in front of
Woolworth’s Five and Ten, or the drug store next to it. These
were across a side street from Cronins. The fellows were
always in blue dungarees and blue shirts. Once or twice, one
of them would be wearing a typical newspaper man’s hat. This
was newsprint folded into a flat topped hat with no visor. Do
you remember seeing Walter with one on?
Walter joined WLS in 1971 with Walter Bush. When
they came to the track, they came together, more often than
not. Both lived in Concord and on the same street. On #31
and the other on #39. It was Cap Purinton that said there was
a beaten path between both houses.

Recollections on Walter “Bud” Hansen
by Arthur Butler
Both Walters were good members of the club. They
operated their engines on run days, attended meetings and
did their share on workdays. When Walter Bush passed away,
Bud still came to the track, although less often. Towards the
end of Norfolk Street, I am not sure when he ceased operating
his engine. He never brought his engine to the new track and
visits were few. The last time I saw him at the track he was
using a cane and the gang was working on the groundline by
the tunnel.
Bud had a Reading type center cab 0-4-0 that he built.
On run days, his train consisted of engine, riding car, gondola
and caboose. His train was probably the lightest on the club
track. There was an ash tree that provided shade over part of
the track along where the two lines are only about twenty feet
apart. Under this tree there was a bench that was usually
occupied on busy run days. This bench was next to the new
engine terminal and the switch to the old terminal was opposite. I was sitting on the bench with a couple of the others
watching the trains. One of the bench occupants mentioned
the way the trains bounced over the further switch. We noticed
that Bud’s engine really bounced more than those heavier
engines. Walter came around again and at a fast clip and the
engine did not bounce, it jumped and derailed. Walter came
flying off and by good fortune, landed on his feet.
In February of this past year, the members of
Northeast Live Steamers held their meeting at the nursing
home in Concord where Bud and his wife were staying.
Waushakum members were invited. I was invited to go with
Jim O'Brien. We got there early and had a chance to visit with
Bud and Margaret. They both seemed fairly well, although Bud
was using a wheelchair. The home seemed like a nice place.
The club meeting was a social hour and in keeping with live
steamers, several brought items for show and tell. Bud enjoyed
the gathering and showed interest in the items displayed.
One last comment is that Walter worked for the
Waltham News Tribune on Pine Street which entered Moody
Street. On some of my noon hours at the bank, I would walk
down Moody Street and across the river where the stores were.
Grover Cronins Department store was the first one you came

Bud with his camel back switcher. Run days were some of the
happiest times for Bud. He was always a pleasure to be with.
photo from Northeast Live Steamers

Spring Brush Burn at the Track

On Friday March 30, Dick Ball finally had the chance to burn
our ever growing brush pile. High winds prevented earlier
attempts at burning. By the time your Editor arrived at the
track, all that remained were ashes.

Think Safety!
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In memory of
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c Robert C. Foster
1925 - 2012

c

Born: 05-09-1925
Died: 03-15-2012
Birthplace: London, England
Resided In: Hopkinton, formerly of Holliston
Visitation to be held on: March 19, 2012
Services to be held on: March 19, 2012
Cemetery: Canada
Robert C. Foster, 86, distinguished navy veteran, loving husband and father, formerly of Holliston, MA., and Bear
River, Nova Scotia, died peacefully on March 15, 2012, in
Hopkinton, MA., surrounded by his caring family and his
beloved and devoted wife, Clytie.
Bob, was born in Canning Town, East End of London,
G.B., and was the only son of Robert C. Foster and Alice D.
Foster. He lived through the bombing of London in the early
stages of World War II, and eventually entered the Royal Navy
Submarine Service at the age of 17. During his tour of duty
with the Royal Navy he served honorably on many submarines,
participated in the Battle of the Atlantic, and finished the war
boarding the captured German submarine, U-190, off of the
coast of Newfoundland. While stationed in Digby, Nova Scotia,
he met his future bride and life long partner, Clytie.
Bob was also an avid British sports car driver and live
steam engine enthusiast. He raced in England after the war in
single seater Bugattis and MGs, still owns a number of sports
cars, and was a long time member of the Waushakum Live
Steamers Club. Bob was also known for his keen interest in
history, politics, and a lifelong pursuit of classical music and the
arts. He and Clytie spent many a weekend night, either at
Symphony Hall or Tanglewood, enjoying the wonderful sounds
of the Boston Symphony. Bob and Clytie also shared a love for
travel and roaming the beaches and remote islands of Nova
Scotia together.
Bob is survived by his wife of 66 years, Clytie A.
(Banks), of Rossway, Nova Scotia, his five children: Robert
Foster & his wife, Cindy of Holliston, Clare Lynch of St.
Petersburg, FL., David Foster of Plymouth, Alice Resker and
her husband Robert Resker of Grafton, and Victoria Hart and
her husband, James Hart of Hopkinton, and finally, thirteen
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
Bob spent his final years happily travelling back and
forth from Nova Scotia to Hopkinton and to Florida. Bob and
Clytie shared a life filled with adventure, family and friends. His
warm smile and humorous philosophy of life will always be
remembered, and greatly missed by those fortunate enough to
have known him. Up Spirits!!
Calling hours will be on Monday March 19, 2012 at
the Chesmore Funeral Home (ChesmoreFuneralHome.com)
854 Washington St., (RT 16) Holliston from 5:00 - 6:30 with a
services following in the funeral home at 7:00pm In lieu of flowers, Bob’s family ask that you donate to the Fisher House of
Boston, PO Box 230 South Walpole, MA 02071 a non-profit
committed to providing assistance to wounded veterans and
their families.

photo by Arthur Butler

c

Life Member of WLS, Friend, Supporter,
Dedicated highline engineer and
Inspiration to All.

Bob Foster Senior, A Gentleman

by Pat Fahey

I first met Bob Foster senior in early 1979 at the old
Norfolk Street track. At that time Dick Bourinot and I just knew
him enough to say hello. Bob always had something nice to
say to whomever he was talking to. It was not before too
long Dickey and I got to meet his wife Clytie and the rest of
the family. At that time I knew his son John, who I also
called Bob.
Bob senior did have a love of trains, as for growing
up with them in England. Before too long he would soon
acquire his own 3/4” scale locomotive from Paul Jevne . His
first locomotive was build by George Hildreth and was a B&M
4-8-2. Bob and Clytie were always at the track on Sunday
running the engine. Bob also had another love beside his
good wife Clytie, and that was his cars. I believe, at the time,
Bob was restoring an early model Jaguar in his garage in
Holliston. If he was not at the track running his locomotive, he
was working on his Jag. Bob was the type of person that if
you needed a hand to get something moved or taken apart,
he was always there. I do remember the time the club bought
a storage cabinet to keep the club TV and VCR in, and I needed a truck to move it; Bob was there. Also the same cabinet
needed a sleeve built, and a hole cut in back for the TV, he did
the work.
Bob Foster senior will be missed, he was not only a
kind person, he was a first class Gentleman.

Bob is at the throttle with his passenger, wife Clytie at the old
Norfolk St. track back in the 80’s. photo by Arthur Butler
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Facility shut down checklist
This list is for the regular run season (some procedures are different for the winter run season). Remember to
follow our RULES OF THE ROAD. Even though you may not
have turned on or used any of the facilities, the following list
needs to be checked. The facility has surveillance cameras,
so smile as you enter and exit the property.
If you are the last one to leave the WLS facility, here
are your responsibilities:
Walk-around: Be sure that there are no other members or
visitors remaining on the property. Walk around the property,
usually along the highline inner loop to give a final check.
Transfer table:
Lower the lift, store the
table in its storage shed,
lock the the sliding door,
turn off the lift's power (light
indicates ON) at the breaker box in the engine house.
Turn tables (both units):
Lower the lifts to the
ground position.

POWER
OFF

OPERATE
Engine house:
Lower and lock all overhead doors (5 doors), turn
off lights on the inside and
outside. Lock outside
switch box with padlock.
CHARGE
Shut man-door and make
sure it is locked shut by
giving the door a couple of pushes.

BLEED

Page Station: Doors locked.
Compressor shed:
SHUT
Ball
Turn off compressor using
Valve
OFF
BLEED
the compressor power off
on wall
switch and breaker panel.
Shut off airline to the steaming bay with angle ball cock
at the right end of the comSHUT
pressor tank. Bleed the airOFF
line to the steaming bay
with ball valve on wall. It is not necessary to bleed the tank.
Tower: Doors locked, heater off and lights out.
Hobo Hilton: Turn power off to the coffee pots, close
refrigerator doors, close faucets. Lock doors and windows.
Entry shed: Turn water off
with the main water shut off
valve. Close the water
valves supplying WLS areas.
Turn lights off and lock the
entry door.
Rest room trailer: Be sure
men's and women's sides
are empty. Turn power off to
the lights/fans. Lock both
outer doors with the pad locks.

SHUT
OFF

Handicap porta-potty: Lower seat cover and close entry
door with cinder block to keep door closed when not in use.
Put the chain up at the entrance upon leaving.
Report any problems to one of the Officers.
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2012 WLS Calendar of Events
April Club Meeting
April 12
May Work Day Weekend*
May 5, 6
Annual Members Spring Meet
May 6
May Club Meeting
May 10
Joan Raiano Spring Steam-up Meet
May 20
(No food, soda only)
June Work Day Weekend*
June 2, 3
Nancy & Chuck Abraham Memorial Service
June 3
(service at 12 noon, rain date is June 10)
June Club Meeting
June 14
11th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
June 24
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
July Club Meeting
July 12
10th Annual Antique Car/Motor Cycle Meet
July 15
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
August Work Day Weekend*
August 4, 5
August Club Meeting
August 9
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
August 23
WLS 42nd Annual Meet
August 24, 25, 26
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
September Club Meeting
September 13
11th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day
September 23
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
October Club Meeting
October 11
Walter (Bud) Hansen Fall Blow-down Meet
October 21
(No food, soda only)
November Work Day Weekend*
November 3, 4
November Club Meeting
November 8
December Club Meeting
December 13
Non WLS events can be found listed on Chaski’s, Discover Live
Steam and various individual live steam club’s websites.
Note- 2012 club meeting locations:
Apr. - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Mar. Club meeting held at the Holliston Historic Society.
*Rain date will be the following weekend

êêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêêê
For SALE . . .
3/4” scale 0-4-2T and riding car. Coal fired, axle pump, steam
pump. Needs a little work with the feed water. $1500.00.
Call Dick Ball: 508-429-1467.
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VP Joe is painting
again. Rock Island SW7
sports new colors this season. In searching the internet for color schemes,
Burlington Route was
selected. The design has
lots of color and relatively
simplistic artwork to reproduce. Painting is more than
90% prep work and all variables must be controlled to
yield a clean job. However,
many of the variables I do
not have control over in an
unheated workshop out
back. Some of the important things are: temperature, humidity, dust free
work area, GOOD lighting,
oil/moisture free air lines,
clean paint surfaces and hands, proper safety equipment, uninterrupted work session, correct paint mix and much more. And of
course, patience, and in my case, some luck. I have control over about 1/3 of the items mentioned. My most important tool during
winter time painting is my industrial heat gun. This year we were pretty lucky to have some 40+ degree days. The artwork was produced on computer referencing whatever pictures I found on the net. The time period between Christmas and late February are the
only occasions that I can do a short term project that can be somewhat completed. Being purely a hobbyist in model RR, I find the
learning process very rewarding. One of these days, I’ll take this more seriously and set up a dedicated clean area for painting, and
maybe even organize my work space and tools..... and even throw some stuff out!
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